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June Tune Up: YOU ARE
UNIQUE!
Hello to all our wonderful friends! Ramaji &
I hope you are all enjoying this jolly June so
far!
This has been an extraordinary month. I celebrated my 45th
Birthday with my beloved Ramaji in Temecula. Ramaji surprised me
with a beautiful peaceful private hideaway in the mountains high
above the abundant vineyards. Not only that, he then surprised me
even more by writing a song about me and our first date as a
birthday gift! We had a fantastic time together.
I am thrilled to be sharing in this way with you all. It is an honor
and a privilege, and both Ramaji and I always want to honor each
one of you and truly acknowledge your commitment. Month after
month! A force that will not be stopped. You are each that Force!
On reflection this month, based on some fantastic friendships that
are developing among our students, I’m often privy to some
insights that I want to share.
This month I have been struck by the way in which each student, or
unique soul, gets this final - I AM FINISHED - Self Realized State.
Please remember that our backgrounds, our practice, the various
teachings and teachers have all contributed to our final rounds in
the RASA ring!:)
The finished product is always expressed through a unique soul. A
play with words and concepts, all describing nothing at all. Yet this
nothing is somehow everything too.
Ultimately it is not the words, not the thoughts about the state that

matter. It is the actual experience itself. The 5 senses. The
immediate right NOW!
I’m often asked an interesting question about the Enneagram. The
question is always the same: Why worry about one's nature if there
is no separate I to begin with....:)
In response to the question one has to keep a few things in nomind:)
The Enneagram is useful beyond measure. It’s usefulness is felt
along the path that we walk which requires us to see and
acknowledge our blind spots and the ways we avoid our essence.
The other reason is Post Awakening. The ultimate or absolute we
each are, is still filtering thru our vessels as US! We all have
personalities, issues, lives we lead. Our nature or knowing ones
tendencies are a means to accelerating our post awakening and
pre-awakening journey. Awakening is not death! It is REBIRTH! We
are still here, fully here!
Therefore to be using themes like “I am spacious awareness”...
although true... is not practical. Yes we are that. However that is
here/now and that is life as you! Practical means the question of
“How shall I live?” gets answered with a resounding YES!
Ramaji & I are life-affirming. We do not promise peace. We do not
promise non-attachment or even no thoughts. What we promise to
those engaged and ready is a full-bodied truly human experience as
an awakened person. Not attached to bliss, to joy, to peace, but
rather a fearless deep embrace, a vast dive into the profundity of
being truly human. This is the great unknown... even for awakened
people! Life as it is. Exactly as it is. Just as it is. However it looks.
The non-attachment from life or experiences is another silly
concept. DROP IT! Post-1000 you are automatically detached! You
cannot be otherwise! Therefore... DIVE IN... dive in (div-ine) to
LIFE! The Water Is Fine! You Cannot Be Touched! You Are Free!
DIVE IN....
The daily tune up this beautiful June is this:
Face your issues, be fearless, do whatever is needed to speed up
your NOW participation in the massive vibrational shift currently
saturating this earth plane.

You can do this best by BEING YOUR SELF!
You do not lose your individuality and uniqueness upon awakening.

It is enhanced!

Do not allow your consciousness to remain robotic based on
conformity or by caring what other people think. Explore,
investigate, discover. Wisdom is only found when we know our
SELF! Know our Nature and embrace it and embody it. This seeing
is the freeing.

To own this seeing of our SELF, one has to be brutally honest. Real
and authentic. Anything less will be a compromise. Please do not
compromise!

We love you.
We hope this month is a month where we all discover and fully
abide in that which we always are and always will BE!
We are here to help you.
That is our purpose.
We love you!
Have an amazing month.
LIVE!
LOVE!♥
LAUGH!
Blessings only!
Get RASA!⚡⚡⚡⚡
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